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Meet Amanda & John

AMANDA
 BENNALLACK

 

JOHN
 BROADBENT

 

When we met later in life, we were both intentional to not repeat the
mistakes in communication breakdown and disconnection we’d
experienced in our previous relationships. We knew all too well the
pitfalls we wanted to avoid and the qualities we wanted to create. 
This led us on the path of researching what are the fundamental
qualities of healthy, fulfilling relationships.

As individual personal development coaches, we decided to attend
professional Emotional Intimacy training and this provided us with so
many ‘Ah ha!’ moments, which we now apply daily to create and
maintain the quality of the relationship we both intended. 

Knowing how well this has worked for us was our motivation to share
with others, and so we began talking with other couples about their
relationships. 

We discovered that they too, were yearning for connection, and so
RETUNE was born to Help Couples Reconnect. 
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As one of our clients rightly commented, “Communication is the key,
and having a broader perspective can change the whole picture.”

We have both been through the ups and downs of relationships, so we
know first-hand that they can be both our greatest challenge and the
biggest opportunity for personal growth.

Success in a relationship is not a given. We need to establish a genuine
emotional connection and authentic communication, and that takes
time and effort. For that work to be fruitful, we also need to be
working with the correct mindset and the right tools.
 
Upon completion of our unique programs, couples know how to take
responsibility for themselves and their relationship, with practical
tools and learnings to ensure the connection is strong, healthy, and
able to be maintained into the future.

So, why not invest in yourself and your relationship?

Let us help you explore the uniqueness of your relationship and
discover how you too can reignite that spark!

If you do, we know that you will find the way back to fulfilment and joy,
and it’s so worth it because you’re worth it!
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How To Start Talking About Sex

Talking about sex can be an uncomfortable topic for
couples.  Many of us feel  embarrassed about our bodies or
have been sexual ly rejected at some point,  not to mention
our culture and l i fe experiences,  which have created
feel ings of sexual  shame. This can make any discussion
about sex a scary endeavor!

In an onl ine study of 70,000 people in 24 countries,
researchers found couples who have a great sex l i fe,  make
sex a priority rather than the last  i tem on a long to-do
l ist .  

They create space for int imacy and connection.  These
couples talk about sex and put their  relat ionship f irst ,
despite the demands of work and chi ldren. They discover
sexual pleasure through a variety of methods,  not just
intercourse.

Sexual ly satisf ied couples are emotional ly attuned  to
each other inside and outside of the bedroom. 

The key to long-term happiness then, sexual ly and
otherwise,  is  for both partners to support and value their
fr iendship and cherish the relat ionship.

It  turns out that the most important part of  cult ivating a
healthy sex l i fe is  talking about the healthy sex l i fe.  

Only 9% of couples who can’t  comfortably talk about sex
with one another say that they’re satisf ied sexual ly.  And
70% of couples do not even talk about the qual ity of  their
relat ionship at al l !

 © Retune Life Pty Ltd
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When partners talk to each other about their  sexual
needs,  their  conversations are often indirect ,  vague,  and
left  unresolved. Typical ly both partners are in a rush to
finish the discussion,  hoping their  partner wi l l  understand
their  desires without saying much. However,  the less
direct you are about what you want,  the less l ikely you are
to get i t !

Lovemaking in a monogamous relat ionship can be heart-
pounding,  breathtaking,  and anxiety-freeing.  I f  that ’s  true,
then why in a committed relat ionship do many of us sett le
for the same sexual posit ions?

Far too often,  spouses become “too important”  for
experimenting in the bedroom. This puts the mysterious
element of sex between two people and our wild erotic
nature,  into a jar that wi l l  never be opened again.
Sometimes partners stop putt ing in the effort  to seduce
their  partner.  
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They assume the r ing on the f inger means they don’t  have
to try;  that a wedding band means you’ l l  be turned on by
me, no matter what I  do or how I  look.  You’ l l  love me " ‘ t i l
death do us part."

Your partner may love you no matter what,  but your lack
of effort  to seduce and be playful  prevents your partner
from feel ing wanted and so,  desire wanes.  
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Passionate Sex Requires Attention 

Both partners must walk deep into the forest of
connection and erotic desire,  to uncover the best sex of
their  l ives.  As much as our culture bel ieves the story that
lovemaking should be easy,  the fact is ,  i t ’s  not.

The sort of  l i fe-changing sex that wakes the neighbors,
requires a level  of  anxiety because amazing lovemaking
l ies at  the intersection of personal growth for both
partners.  

I t  requires couples to overcome self-worth issues,  be ok
to fai l  at  new ways of lovemaking and fucking,  and tackle
sexual shame that inhibits our erotic nature.

It  requires them to chal lenge each other and themselves,
to reach their  ful l  sexual  potential .

I f  you want lovemaking that transcends your body as you
thrust your way into a new realm of existence,  then your
sex l i fe needs to be able to tolerate intense int imacy.
We’re not talking about a post-sex cuddle session. We’re
talking about the kind of int imacy that makes your insides
feel  so warm that your heart feels l ike the sun is  bursting
in your chest.  

Int imacy is  the gateway into the sort of  sex many of us
spend our l ives wondering i f  we’ l l  ever experience.  

When my partner and I  started exploring int imacy,  we
were both chal lenged in ways we’d never thought
possible.

When we al lowed parts of us to truly be seen, we felt  the
level  of  vulnerabi l i ty i t  takes to be open and honest.
However,  as we grew through the discomfort ,  our sex 
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became more passionate.  We began to feel  connected in
ways we’d never felt  before.  The int imacy between us is
conscious and consistent.  As our emotional  wal ls  to deep
intimacy fel l  away,  we started to truly feel ,  value,  and
respect each other.

Talking about sex is  a powerful way to deepen intimacy
and connection.  

Saying things l ike,  “Last night when you touched my ____
and gave it  al l  of  your attention,  I  felt  very sexy.  I  loved
it !”  or “Making love in the morning is  the best part of
waking up!”

When communication is  ful l  of  tension then frustration,
ambiguity,  and hurt feel ings are sure to fol low. This is
why fr iendship outside the bedroom is so crucial  to
passionate sex l i fe.  I t ’s  common for couples to want to
talk about sex,  yet struggle to f ind the r ight words to
express themselves without sounding crit ical ,  feel ing
shame, or embarrassed.
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Erotic intensity waxes and wanes,  and sometimes
desire disappears completely,  but given suff ic ient
attention,  couples can bring passion back 
Love requires knowing your partner while real is ing
they are also a mystery 
Love is  about creating security while staying open to
the unknown 
Erotic ism requires an active engagement and the wilful
intent of both partners

Modern Relationship Yin & Yang

Modern relat ionships are the melt ing pot of opposing
feel ings such as safety and transcendence,  and the
security of love with the f ire of passion. Control l ing both
the tame and the erotic parts of a relat ionship is  a
del icate balancing act that most couples rarely achieve
because:
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Where Did It  Go?

The feel ing of passion f loods the early days of a
relat ionship.  Every word,  glance,  and touch makes our
skin t ingle.  I t ’s  nature’s way of bringing us closer
together.  

We are in what ’s  known as ‘ l imerence’ ,  
a mental  state of profound romantic infatuation,  deep
obsession,  and fantastical  longing,  swimming in a
hormonal cocktai l .

But once this captivating rush of desire wanes,  many of us
check out from the hotel  of  romance and focus on other
things,  not real iz ing that i t  is  ourselves that need to feed
our low desire with a hearty meal of  sexual  fulf i l lment!
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How To Make Sex More Romantic:  Redefine
“Sex”

Each person brings to the relat ionship their  own unique
att itudes about sex,  which have been shaped by our l i fe
experiences.

When we went through sex ed in high school ,  we were
given a textbook that got very technical  about human
anatomy and physiology,  but we don’t  remember ever
talking about sex within a relat ionship.  

We never learned the ski l ls  to communicate,  handle
uncomfortable moments,  and talk about sex with
someone we loved,  so when we got into new sexual
relat ionships,  we were ashamed of our desires.

Most books on relat ionships don’t  go into detai l  on sex,
ref lect ing what most couples do when it  comes to sex talk.
Some men grow up thinking that sex defines their
mascul inity,  so it  becomes more about technique rather
than passion and intimate conversation with their
partner.

Often men worry about their  performance and women
worry about achieving orgasms. Shere Hite ’s  research on
female sexual ity found that men compared achieving an
orgasm to scoring a touchdown -  “The Big O!”  

Sadly,  goal-orientated sex can create sexual  dysfunction
when the goal  isn’t  achieved. 
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Partners can then feel  l ike there’s something wrong with
them. This pressure and shame make it  easy to
understand why so many of us are self-conscious about
talking about sex.

Instead of trying to focus on the end result ,  we encourage
couples to slow down and enjoy the entire experience.
Every posit ive thing you do,  every posit ive interaction in
your relat ionship is  foreplay.  

As we say at Retune “Foreplay starts at breakfast!”  

Every t ime you turn towards each other ,  in some l i tt le
way,  you bui ld trust and int imacy.  By redefining sex,
partners can make their  physical  relat ionship more
pleasurable,  even 

If  an orgasm isn’t  achieved. Ironical ly ,  not being stressed
about having an orgasm makes it  easier to have one!
Great sex is  the byproduct of a great connection with each
other.
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Learn How To Talk About Sex

A major obstacle to having good sex is  talking about sex.
Since it  can be such a sensit ive topic,  many couples
“vague out”  rather than vulnerably tel l  each other what
they need.

Talking about sex is  a powerful  way to deepen intimacy
and emotional  connection.  I t  al lows partners to express
their  l ikes and disl ikes,  and work together to bui ld a
meaningful  sexual  relat ionship.

It ’s  al l  too common for couples to want to discuss their
sex l ives,  but not know how to express themselves
without sounding crit ical  or feel ing embarrassed. 

Be Kind & Positive

Because most people feel  vulnerable about whether
they’re attractive to their  partner and a ‘good’  lover,  the
key to talking about sex is  not to crit ic ize your partner.
There is  no reason to be judgmental .  We’re not talking
about anything ‘bad’  in our relat ionship.  We’re
brainstorming and sharing our perspectives on how we
can make a good thing even better.

Saying,  “You never touch my body,”  is  going to make your
partner touch you less.  Instead try,  “Kissing last  weekend
in the laundry room was sexy.  I  want more of that,  i t  felt
so good!.”  

Instead of “ I  hate it  when you touch me there,”  try,  “ I t
feels so amazing when you touch me here.”

Many of us feel  embarrassed at t imes about our bodies or
our performance. Adding judgment to the mix wil l  only
block the romance. We’re not talking about f ix ing
something that is  broken, merely coming up with new 
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ways of loving each other.  That comes from both partners
sharing their  honest perspectives on what they need.

Be Patient With Each Other

Individuals vary widely on how comfortable they are
discussing sexual  matters frankly.  

Based on upbringing and background they may have
feel ings of shame connected to enjoying sex and
therefore f ind it  diff icult  to acknowledge,  much less f ind
their  voice to express what they sexual ly desire and need.

If  this is  your situation,  i t ’s  best to go slowly.  

Maybe start  with you each talking about your feel ings
concerning sex itself  -  what messages you received as
chi ldren,  your confl icts about i t ,  etc,  before delving into
specif ics about your l ikes or disl ikes.  Such a discussion
can enhance your sense of safety and intimacy with each
other.

A lot of  people feel  sexual  shame. It  can come from many
places:  family,  fr iends,  past partners,  rel igion,  or even
society.  So much of our culture treats sexual ity as
something shameful ,  and because of this,  i t ’s  hard to
avoid sexual  shame. 

Embarrassment about sexual  urges or anxiety over
performance can make it  threatening to trust your partner
with your int imate secrets.  Sexual  shame is emotional ly
crippl ing,  both for you and for your partner.

I f  you’re ashamed of your desires,  you’re ashamed of
yourself .  When a relat ionship works wel l ,  i t ’s  because
both partners respect the sexual  nature of each other.
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You have sexual  desires.  They are val id,  and you have
every r ight to pursue and satisfy them (as long as you
don’t  hurt anyone in the process) .  Ironical ly ,  your desires
are the hottest thing imaginable to your partner.

It ’s  crucial  for couples to f ind t ime to talk about this.
Maybe it ’s  after sex.  Maybe it ’s  a pre-planned
conversation with a glass of wine.  You both agree on the
time, but openly discussing your desires and what you
want to experience in your sex l i fe with your partner wi l l
greatly improve your relat ionship and your health.
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Don’t Take It  Personally

This sounds contradictory because sex is  so int imate,  but
a large part of  what turns your partner on or off  isn’t
about you! Just because your partner doesn’t  want to get
fr isky doesn’t  mean they don’t  f ind you attractive.  Nor
does it  mean your lovemaking ski l ls  are lackluster.  Sexual
preferences are so deeply entrenched and idiosyncratic
that the goal  of  lovemaking is  to explore what works for
each of you. 

Do you hear complaints that every day is  monotonous and
sacrif ic ing? Women are typical ly taught that self-sacrif ice
equals goodness,  which means to be a “good mum”
women wil l  often sacrif ice t ime alone,  their  hobbies,  and
desires for the sake of the chi ldren and family.

Unfortunately,  burnout just doesn’t  go away with ‘self-
care’ .  

I t  takes di l igence,  practice,  and implementation of
changes to prevent further exhaustion. 

Finding what day-to-day pieces need to shift  is  key to
helping whitt le away at the burnout and restore what the
person has lost.

Parenting is  one of the hardest jobs with the least amount
of reward from outside society.  I t  is  constantly demanding
and when we are isolated to ‘ just ’  parenting we can easi ly
lose who we are as individuals and more specif ical ly  as
lovers.  When parenting burnout takes place,  int imacy
suffers as wel l .  So,  give yourself  permission to priorit ize
your lover and intimacy as a parent.  
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Sex can be blocked by stress,  t iredness,  s ickness,  feel ings
of shame, and so on. I t  isn ’t  an implied crit ic ism of your
attractiveness,  sexual  vir i l i ty ,  lovemaking ski l ls ,  or
innermost being i f  your partner l ikes i t  harder,  softer,
more or less kinky,  with or without l ingerie or ‘dirty talk ’
etc.

I f  you’re seeing yourself  in some of the signs l isted above,
it  might be t ime to ask for help,  rel inquish some
responsibi l i ty ,  and priorit ize yourself  in new ways.  One
way is  to take the pressure off  and get a cleaner to come
in once a fortnight or month to get on top of the detai ls .  

Being a ful l  human, who enjoys romance and intimate
connection,  helps sustain healthy parenting and models
posit ive int imate partnership for the chi ld(ren) in your
l i fe.  That ’s  a great investment in valuing your t ime to give
back to yourself .

Becoming parents changes the relat ionship and it  is
important to be attuned to each other.  Develop a r itual
for gently refusing sex.  Noted sex therapist  Lonnie
Barbach suggests that couples communicate their  level  of
arousal  through an “amorous scale” ,  which you wil l  read
more about later.
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Be Accommodating

Sexual ity is  incredibly malleable,  so it  real ly is  possible to
make accommodations to each other ’s  desires that wi l l  be
pleasurable for both of you. 

Amazing sex requires both partners to f igure out what
feels good and safe and what doesn’t .  Remember that
your sexual  exploration is  consistently bui lding trust and
intimacy between you.

The Art Of Sex Talk

The solution to enhancing romance in and out of the
bedroom is learning to communicate sexual  needs,
desires,  and frustrations in a way that lets each partner
feel  safe,  and wil l  enhance the experience for both of you.
Sex and intimacy are gateways to personal growth and our
ever-evolving erotic nature.  This is  not an easy task,
however,  the conversations below wil l  help guide you at
the beginning of your sexual  quest with your partner.

When you do feel  ashamed, get curious as to why. Bring it
up with your partner and tel l  them that i t  makes you
uncomfortable and why. 

Remember that your partner is  opening up their  secret
book of erotic ism. This is  extremely diff icult  and requires
immense vulnerabi l i ty.  Avoid judging your partner at al l
costs!

Express understanding and al low them to trust you
enough to open up about their  desires and needs.
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Softened Start-ups assure that your conversation wil l
be received with less resistance

Kindness and caring towards each other wi l l  help you
seek an understanding of each other ’s  perspectives
and desires

Non-judgmental  l istening,  as you're not talking about a
‘problem’,  you're talking about making something
‘good’ ,  even better.

Be curious -  we don’t  know what we don’t  know.
Exploring new things with the one you love is  what
makes it  fun and nervous at the same t ime!

Key things to note for having sex conversations:  
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Sometimes partners don’t  remember what the other
f inds arousing and erotic.  Are there ways of touching
you or act ivit ies that I ’ve forgotten? Can you give me a
refresher course?

What makes sex more romantic and passionate for
you?

Would you l ike our sex to feel  more l ike making love,
more l ike fucking,  or somewhere in between? How
could we do that?

What are some of the best,  most romantic t imes we’ve
had? What can we do to make more t imes l ike that?

Do you feel  I  st i l l  seduce you? If  not,  when did that
stop between us? Is  that something we could work on,
together?

“Willfully engaging in eroticism is an ongoing resistance
to the message that marriage is serious;  that it ’s  more

work than play.”
 ~ Esther Perel

 

Instructions:  Some of these questions may make you or
your partner uncomfortable.  I f  so,  you can ease into the
conversation with some easier questions that cause the
least anxiety:

Some couples say that qual ity sex is  dependent on a
feel ing of connectedness.  Is  that true for you? What do
you need from me to feel  that way?

Some people need sex to feel  c lose,  while others only
desire sex when they already feel  c lose.  Which one are
you? Do you think we differ? Does that cause a problem?
If  so,  how can we change?
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Have Sexually Enhancing Conversations

Building a ‘Love Map’  is  important to navigate each other's
bodies and desires,  after al l ,  we cannot and wil l  never be
able to read minds.  Improving your sex l i fe doesn’t
happen overnight.  

Make an intentional  effort  to continue talking about sex in
your relat ionship.  Ask questions and be curious about
your partner ’s  deepest desires.  I f  this is  new for you,  or
‘edgy’ ,  honor that,  be open and vulnerable,  and explain
that ’s  the case because there’s a good chance it  might feel
uncomfortable.

Doing so wil l  al low your partner to openly express what
they need to feel  loved,  and wil l  keep you attuned to each
other ’s  needs,  leading to an emotional ly connected and
fulf i l l ing sex l i fe.

Every sexual  act  – from erotic talk to erotic touch – is  a
journey into yourself  and your partner.  I t ’s  a continual
exploration of sensations,  erotic ism, pleasure,  and love.  

A relat ionship is  a vessel  that embodies both security and
adventure in a commitment that offers one of l i fe ’s
greatest luxuries:  t ime. Marriage is  not the end of
romance. I t ’s  the beginning!  You get years to deepen your
connection,  experiment,  and even fai l  and start  over.

The stage of erotic ism in a relat ionship is  a story with
many chapters,  in which both partners are writ ing
together.  I t ’s  continuously unfolding.  There is  always a
road we haven’t  yet traveled,  always something about our
partner remaining to be discovered!
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Create Rituals For Initiating & Refusing Sex

I t ’s  common for couples to say that their  partner should
“just know” that they’re feel ing horny.  The assumption
your partner can read your mind, or pick up vei led hints,
is  false and l imits the depth of your int imate relat ionship.

Not to mention,  learning how to say ‘no’  to your partner in
a way that doesn’t  feel  hurtful ,  is  just as important as
learning how to cope with your partner saying ‘no’ .  This
sexual  init iat ion and refusal  is  a dance,  which can be
choreographed to make ‘yes ’  and ‘no’  feel  less personal
and more acceptable.

Saying ‘Yes’  to Sex

Saying ‘yes ’  to sex is  saying ‘yes ’  to ourselves to have
some fun and pleasure,  as i t ’s  the pleasure that we’re
aiming for.  Exploring our desires and what we want to feel
and experience through sex,  is  a much better choice than
sett l ing for boring when it  doesn’t  have to be.  While many
of us dream of our partners being so attuned to us that
they can just tel l  we want them, most of the t ime our
“obvious” s igns are not so obvious.  Have a conversation
with your partner about cues,  verbal  and nonverbal ,  that
you can count on and look forward to.

A couple from Dr.  Gottman’s lab used Korean dol ls  on the
mantle to signal  their  desire.  When one partner wanted
sex,  he or she put the dol l  in a new posit ion.  The partner
then signaled their  interest by reposit ioning the other
dol l .

Your r itual  doesn’t  have to be elaborate.  I t  can be as
simple as rubbing your partner ’s  back in a certain way,
which al lows them the option to continue the physical
connection or kindly decl ine.  
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1 would be “No thanks,  not tonight.”
5 would be “ I  might get a l i tt le wi ld tonight… convince
me.”
9 would be “YES! ! ! ! ”

 
The Sex Arousal Scale

 
As mentioned earl ier ,  sex therapist  Lonnie Barbach
created a bri l l iant solution for this:  The Sex Arousal  Scale.
To combat the simple “yes or no” sex request,  Lonnie
suggests that couples tel l  each other their  level  of  arousal
with a scale from 1 to 9:

Saying ‘No’  to Sex

There wil l  be t imes when you’re just not in the mood. The
key to maintaining emotional  connection is  to refuse sex,
gently.

According to Dr.  Gottman’s research,  i t  has to be okay,
even rewarding,  for either partner to refuse sex.  

As counterintuit ive as this sounds,  the research suggests
that rewarding your partner for saying no with a posit ive
response actual ly leads to more sex.

When you gui lt -tr ip your partner,  withdraw emotional ly ,
or withhold physical  affect ion for saying ‘no’  to sex,  your
bid for sex was not a bid – i t  was a demand. In Non-
Violent Communication (NVC),  Marshal l  Rosenberg
highl ights that when our partner “hears a demand from
us, they see two options:  to submit or to rebel.”

The key difference between a demand and a bid is  how
you behave if  your partner refuses.  I t ’s  a demand if  you
crit ic ize or withdraw. It ’s  a bid i f  you show empathy
toward your partner ’s  needs when they say ‘no’ .
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The problem is that women and men need to feel  safe to
explore their  sexual ity.  The last  thing we need is to feel
crit ic ized for saying,  “Not tonight.”  Sometimes,  our l ibidos
wil l  be in sync,  and sometimes not,  so it ’s  v ital ly
important to be aware of the ebb and f low.

Being human is complex,  especial ly  with waves of
emotions and desires crashing into our bodies.  Being in a
relat ionship is  even more complicated; i t  requires two
people to work with each other ’s  shift ing emotional
real it ies,  both together and individual ly.
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Questions to ask your partner about refusing
sex:

What should I  do i f  you’re not in the mood?

If  I  am real ly horny for you but you are not feel ing it ,  do
you feel  comfortable saying ‘no’?  What do you need from
me in order to feel  comfortable saying ‘no’?

If  you are on the fence about having sex and I  am real ly
turned on,  what do you need from me? Are you okay with
me trying to get you in the mood? If  so,  how should I
approach you?

Far too often,  we see a resentful  woman with l i tt le sexual
desire for her partner,  married to a resentful  man for her
lack of desire.  For a couple to have sex often,  neither
partner should meet the other ’s  “no” with reject ion,
anger,  or withdrawal.

Withholding love,  emotional  connection,  or physical
contact for saying ‘no’  to sex,  wi l l  make saying ‘no’  easier
the next t ime. Ironical ly ,  the partner who was rejected by
their  partner must offer a posit ive response back to their
partner.  This is  the paradox of sex in committed
relat ionships.

According to Dr.  Gottman’s research,  “ I t  has to be okay,
even rewarding,  for either partner to refuse sex.”   This
research is  supported by relat ionship special ists Esther
Perel  and Dr.  Harvi l le Hendrix & Helen Lakel ly Hunt,  in
their  own f indings as wel l .

Paradoxical ly ,  this leads to more sex.  

Many people f ind this confusing.  Relat ionships are
complicated. That ’s  what makes them beautiful !  They
require understanding and working together.  
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For couples who are coping with a decl ine in desire,  how
could your relat ionship change if  you al lowed each other
to be as you are? I f  you make it  more than okay for either
of you to say,  “not tonight,”  there wil l  be many more
nights when both of you wil l  say “YES.”  

Female Viagra isn’t  needed to f ix low desire;  just the pi l l
of  understanding,  connection,  and empathy.

 
 

Thanks for reading,  make sure to head to the next page to
see some success stories from amazing couples we've

worked with,  to reconnect in their  relat ionships.
 

Ama n d a  a n d J o h n
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S U C C E S S  S T O R I E S
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These couples attended one of our weekend
couple's workshops,  where we shared world-
class communications tools,  models,  and
exercises to vastly improve their  relat ionships.
Check out what they have to say:  

Emie & Warwick
Emie & Warwick wanted

to improve
communication in their
relationship. They run a
business together, and it
was getting in the way of

their 'emotional intimacy'.

Yulia & Yury
Yulia and Yury wanted to
understand how to stop

their business and
working together, from

taking over their
relationship and 'couple'

time.

Jenny & Gary
Jenny & Gary run a business

together and wanted to
understand how to improve

the quality of their
relationship, before
becoming parents.

Kate & Ben
Kate & Ben were struggling

with miscommunication and
not prioritising time for

their relationship.

(Click on the names to see the full stories)

https://youtu.be/5mpewSwMzIA
https://youtu.be/Lduinq3IqiU
https://youtu.be/-hufW8DYReY
https://youtu.be/GFiy96PaFog
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TESTIMONIALS

Amanda and John are a dynamic duo when it comes to
helping with relationships and understanding your significant
other. The understanding I have of why things are happening
in my relationship and how to make lasting change has truly
helped. John and Amanda have truly raised the bar for what I
believe is possible in couple coaching. Highly recommended!

Ange Altuneg        
 

I’ve known Amanda & John for some time and recently my fiancé and I
decided to work with them to gain more skills in communication,

managing triggers and better understanding each other. The heartfelt
wisdom that was shared was incredible! Absolutely no judgment, no

ego and no agenda, just a pure desire to support us as a couple, was a
refreshing and amazing experience. I’d recommend them to anyone

looking to improve their relationship with themselves and their
partners. Thank you again for your support.

Sean Soole       
 


